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The perfonnance of airfoils depends
priflari ly on the positjon and nannr:r of
transition frorn the lamifar Lo the
Lurbu lent boundary laycr, Independent
of the angle of attdck or lifL
coefficient dnd Reynold5 nuntber, these
factors define the initial conditions
for th(: turbulent bounddry layer, In
Lhe ranqe of Reynolds numbers for
soaringr between 0.5 and 3.5 lillion,
Lr,rnsition takes place in the separated
lanr'nar boundary layer. The turbulent
boundary layer then reattaches to the
surface and a so-c.llled ldminar
separation bubble is for red. At htqher
Revnulds nurnber., trdrsrt ron uc, urs in
the boundary layer dtt,tched to the
{Jdl l. Thus, inilidl conditions for the
turbulent boundary layer can be quite
differcnt. Dependifq on the forn of the
pressure rise for the turbulent boundary
ldyer, a varidtion of thc initial
conditions cdn jmply early separation of
the boundary layer. ln desiqninq ,rn
ajrfojl, proper handling of boundary
layer transjtion at all flight
conditions is a primary ain. Figure I
shows the velocity distrjbutjon for the
Liebeck R 1511 dirfoil, This is drr
example of an airfoi I without dn-v
provjsion for influencing boundary layer
transition. The stable laflinar boundarv
layer suddenly rust susLdin the shdrp
turbulent pressure rise. 0il flolv
pictures, taken during l,Jing tunnel
tests, showed a lanlinar separation
bubble with a length of 302 of chord
fonring at the be!inning of the pressure
rise. By means of a trip wire, position
at x/c = 0.3, the instdbility of the
laminar boundary layer \4as increased,
resultinq in ,t rather smal I separation
bubble. The drag could be appreciably

reduced as is demonstrated in Fjgure 2.
This example shows that handling of
transition is essential. l"lethods for
control l j ng transition will be
demonstrated.

lrdnsition \an be ,lcnieveo Ly 5naping
of lhp rOnlour. F.X. |/,/orttoannl ShOwS
that it is possjble to control
transition by inserting a so,called
instdbility range with a flat neqative
velocity gradient between Lhe positive
and the negat ive velocity gradients-
The velocjty djstributions of the l3 %

tnicl .irfgil vlD z d! on d.qle of oltack
of a 1.J", snown in Iiqure J, rdve no
instabiljty ranges. l,lind tunnel tests
revealed lamjnar separation bubbles at
the beginning of the pressure rise as
mdrked 'in the Figure. The velocjty
distribution of the upper side was
modified with an instabiity ranqe
5pgirnin! d+ J0 of clord developing a
lamjnar boundary layer i/ith constant
form pdrameter. Thi s velocity
distribution is shown on the Figure by
the broken l ine cal led P 2 l'10D. The
contour of the laind tunnel model l,JP 2
was modified accordingly. At a chord
lenqth of 500 rfn, the chdnge in contour
had a maximum length of 1 nn. Ihe drag
polars for the orjginal model l,lP 2 and
the modified model l,/P 2 l'100 are shou/n in
Figure 4. The polar of the WP 2 airfoil
for Re = 0.7 nillion, shows the form of
the laminar drag bucket characteristic
of laminar separation bubb'les. By the
appljcatjon of the instability range on
airfoil lilP 21,100, the drag is ma'intained
conStant with in the whole I aminar
bucket. At higher Reynolds nlrmbers, the
reduction in drag by incorporation of
the instabjity range is small, as is to
be expected; at the upper end of the
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laminar bucket the drag even jncreases.
This is no disadvantage since on an
airfoil in flight, at high Reynolds
nunbers, only the mediurn and low range
of thp laninar bucket is used.

Another example of the use of the
instability range is shovJn in Figure 5.
The sJinmetrical Eirfoil IS 30 4/150 with
a thickness of 15X is designed with an
instability range from 40-70X of chord.
A new instability range beginning at
about 45t, with a somewhat higher forn
parameter and a resulting stronger
pressure gradient, was calculated. The
shape of the upper side of the wind
tunnel model was modified accordingly.
Figure 6 shows the drag polars for the
syrmetrical airfoil and the airfoil
IS 30 A/150 i't0D with modified upper
side. A snall reduction in drag was
achieved at negative angles of attack
for small Reynolds numbers. At high
Reynolds numbers and positive angles of
attack, the drag coefficient'is
increased, i.e. the pressure gradient in
the instability range is too hjgh and
transition occurs too early in the
i nstabi I ity region.

Distinct disturbances on the surface
of the airfoil reveal a further
possibi Iity for control ling transition;
theJ also increase the instability of
the I an inar boundary layer.
Roughnesses, as once used, are difficult
to produce and to fix at the airfoil
surface. The installation of trip wires
is also problemdtic. Neither device is
suited for use on an airplane. The
author uses transition trips consisting
of self-sticking lilylar film with pressed
in bumps of a spherical or grain-like
form. Strips of any width are easily
produced with a modified sewing
machine. The needie is replaced by one
with d ball-shaped tip. The height of
the bumps and their distance can be
varied. These transition trips dre
easily reproduceable and can be
installed anywhere on an airfoil
surface. Recently, blowing of air has
again been claimed to be a favorable
transition device. Sma'll dmounts of air
are blol/in throuqh small holes
perpendicular to Lhe airfoil surface.
The disadvantage of this method is the
laborious and expensive installation of
the holes and the air supply. The holes
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can be obstructed by dirt and rain, The
only advdntdqe of Lhis instdllation ndy
be that blowing can be turned off when
it is not needed. But this is difficult
to achieve because circulation of air
induced by the spanwise pressure
grad i ents must be avoided.

As examples of the application of
transition dev'ices, the draq polars for
the airfoil NP 2 are shown in Figure 7.
0n this airfoi l, no instability rdnge is
provided (see Figure 3). Strips with
sand-grain roughness were instal led on
the upper side between 60 and 62U of
chord, and on the lower side between 72
and 74X , i.e, at the beginning of the
pressure rise or the laninar separation
bubble. At smaller Reynolds numbers,
the drag is reduced, but at the higher
Reynolds numbers draq penalties have to
be allowed for, Position and height of
the roughness was not optimized in this
case. For clarity, the oriqin of the
curves for the different Reynolds
nunbers have been shilted in Figure 7.

Figure I denonstrates draq polars for
a flapped airfoil at a Reynolds numb€r
of 2 nill ion. At d f lap setting of
g = -5', an dpprecidble braq reduction
could be achieved with d t'lylar film
tripping device (as mentioned above) on
the lower surface of the airfoil at 80X
of chord, i.e. just ahead of the hinge
of the flap. The velocity distribution
in Figure 9 reveals a sharp transition
to the turbulent pressure rise at the
hjnge of the flap,resulting in a laminar
separation bubble. t/ith the transjtjon
trip, this bubble is minimized and
thereby the drag reduced.

Figure 10 shows a drag poldr for the
flapped airfoil HQ i9/1398 at a Reynolds
number of 2,5 million and a flap
setting of B = -10'. The wind tunnel
nodel was fitted with the blowing
i nstai I at i on mentioned above. The
broken line pertains to a measurenent
with the holes sealed by a thin film.
By blowing a snall amount of air,
reduction in drag could be achieved as
shown by a fu'|1 line. Exactly the same
polar was attained when the holes were
sealed by d thin filn having a bump with
a height of 0.5 mm over each hole. This
device is of course cheaper and simpler
than the complicated installatjon for
blowing. The velocity distribution for
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this airfoil looks like that shown in
Figure 9. By blowing air or bY
t. iqqer ing lrdnsition Lhrollqh rouqhness,
boundary transition was forced at the
hinqe of the flap, resulting in a small
I ami nar separat'ion bubble.

Tri ggeri ng transition by blowing or by
disturbances at the surface can be
successful ly applied where thick and
long laminar separation bubbles have to
be diminished or removed. Large
separation bubbles form when a
relatively stable laminar boundary layer
must sustain an abrupt transition to a

sharp pressure rise. This is the case
on airfoils t,{ith long laminar runs, or
on airfoils designed for high lift which
have high super velocities on the upper
surface. To reach the trailing edge
velocity with a tolerable pressure
qradient tor the Lurbulent boundary
iayer, the recovery has 1o begin rather
early.

0n airfoils with velocity distribu-
tions showing a mild pressure rise
within the laminar range, or some sort
of instability range, only small laminar
separat i on bubbles are formed,
Exper ience shows thd t a reduc L ion i n
drag is difficult to achieve by
distrubances on the surface or blo!,!ing
in this case. Either there is no effect
or the drag may even increase. A proper
instability range in the velocity
distribution provided in the design of
the airfoil will be preferable.

Boundary layer transition can be
affected by an unwanted tripping device:
insects: During the summer, insects are
collected on the airfoil nose and form
roughnesses for the laminar boundary
layer. From each roughnes, if hi!1.
enough, a wedge-shaped turbulent
boundary layer emerges. After a short
distance, these wedges form a uniform
turbulent boundary I ayer along the span
of Lhe wing. This edrly transiLion
results in an increase of drag. At the
beginning of the pressure rise, there is
now a thick turbulent boundary layer
which will separate early. This results
in a reduction of the lift coefficient.

Calculations of the perforflance of
airplanes are often based on the
assumption of ideal smooth airfoils.
What losses in perfofilance have to be

expected from roughness due to insects?

Johnson3 made flight tests on
sailplanes with artifjcjal insects. He
used small pieces of tape with a length
of 5 x 5 mm and a he'ight of 0.25 nxn. A
row of these "bugs" was fixed on the
airfoil nose in a distance of 150 fln.
Some 12 mm above and below the airfoil
nose, further rows of bugs were fixed in
an alternati ng pattern. Thus, 1 m of
span was fitted with 20 bugs. This
surely does not correspond to reality,
but some standard was defined.

To perforrn comparable wind tunne'l
tests on airfoils with insects, a
pattern for insects on airfoil noses was
established. 10 rnm w'ide strips of l'4ylar
film, 0.2 mm thick, with bumps at a
distance of 30 mm and 0.5 mm high, are
used. one of these strips is fastened
on the airfoil nose in such a way that
the bumps are directly on the nose
line. one strip is fixed on the lower
s'jde and two further strips on the upper
side of the airfoil nose, in such a way
that the bumps are shifted spanwise half
the distance fron strip to strip, This
results in about 130 bugs per meter
span. This pattern is thought to
conform to reality. The advantage of
this method js that the strips are easy
to produce and to mount, and the pattern
is easi ly reproduceable,

Tests on airfoils with this bug
pattern provide information about the
sensitivity of particular airfoils with
equal disturbances, Figure 11 shows the
drag polars of the airfoil FX 61-163
with artificial insects, according to
the pattern described above, Resu'lts
for the clean airfoil are drawn as
ddshed ljnes for comparison. In the
upper range of the low drag bucket, an
increase in drag results from the bu9s.
At lower litt coefficients, the incredse
in drag is larger for Re = 2.5 million
than for Re - 1 million. As Figure 12
shows, the influence of roughness due to
insects is even more drastic on airfoi'ls
with flaps. Tests on the airfoil FX

67-K-150/17 are shown in Figure 12 as an
example. In conparison to the results
on the clean airfoil, substantial
deficiencies are shown in the lower
range of the bucket. The results are
even worse on the upper end of the
bucket. The slope of the lift curve has
flattened compared uith the clean



airfoil results, although ihe laxinu
lift is nearly the sn te for both cdses.
Tests on the airfoil FX 62-K,131/17 in
Fiqure 13 sho\^, sinjlar results for
Re = l million. At Re = 2.5 million
the increa5e in draq is somewhat smaller
than in the fonner exantple, In the
upper rdnge of lhe bucker , lhe drdg is
smaller for Re = 2.5 flillion than for
Re = l mi l l ion.

lhe losses o rF Lo inscct roughne\\ are
smdller ior the unf lapped dirfoi I
FX 61-163 than for the flapped ones.
The pressure rises for the airfoil
FX 61-163 on both sides are flatter than
those for flapped airfoils at posjtive
or at negative flap settings. If, ow'ing
to the roughness due to insects,
transition is forced near the airfoil
noser the turbulent boundary layer at
Lhe beg inn i ng of Lhe pre\sure r ise i s
thicker than for the clear airfoil.
Fl apped airfoils show premature
separation for thj s reason,

Performance of sailplanes wjth these
airfoi l-bug-polars: two 15 m span
sailplanes were evaluated with the
airfoil polars in Figures 11 and 12.
Figure 14 shows the polar for straight
flight and circl ing for a 15 m FAI
Sdiloldne !iith a Lledn wing dnd !r'in9
wjth bugs, with the flapped airfoi I FX
67-K-1,50lIl . Figure 15 demonstrates the
poldrs for a 15 n standard sailplane
with the airfoj I FX 61-163. In Table 1,
some figures from these performance
calculations are col lected. In
dddition, the relative penalt'ies caused
by the insects dre demonstrated. The
loSses in perfonnance are larger for the
fl apped airplane, These calculated
penalties are somewhat larger than those
$easured by Johnson owing to his rather
crude b!g pattern.

In the wind tunnel tests, all airfo'ils
were tested l'vith the sa e bug pattern.
However, from experience we knoi/ that
di fferent airfoils collect different
numbers of bugs under sjmilar
condjtions. The impingernent and rupture
of insects depends on the shape of the
airfoi I nose, the position of the
stagnation pojnt, and the airfoil
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thickness. Essential fdctors for the
ruptrrre of thc insects are the velocjty
and the angle of impjnqeaent.

In order to get itore infonnatjon about
the vulnerability of different airfoils
to insect jr pact" some infontdtion
should be gdthered by evaluating the bug
pattern on wings after flight. A thin
t"lyl ar film could be affixed to the wing
leadi ng edge. l,Jhen the airfoj I nose
ljne is marked on the film, the
distribution of insects can easily be
evaluated l,/hen the film is detached
after the flight. The film !./ith the
bugs colld even be fixed on a wind
tunnel nodel of the safile airfoil to get
wind tunnel results with the real
p at t ern.

These tests and exanlples show the
detrimental losses in perfontance caused
by the contamination of insects. The
airfoils designed for high performance
turn out to be the nost vulnerable
ones. Perhaps some relaxation of
perfonnance of the clean airfoil,
thereby resulting in a smaller loss to
i nsect s, would be ,l comprornise.
F.X. r,torl'rann4 shohed il l9b3 lndr
contamindtion by insects can be avoided
by the use of an elastic airfoil nose,
The high expense of an ajrplane with
high perfonnance rnakes it desiredble to
look for a vlay to guarantee this
performance to d certain degree, even
wjth roughness due to insects,
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